Background: The burden of advanced non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) is not well understood, and the number of patients likely to receive treatment in Europe has not been quantified. The aim of this study was to forecast the annual number of patients with squamous and non-squamous advanced NSCLC likely to receive second and third lines of therapy (LOT) from 2016 to 2020 in France, Germany, Italy, and Spain. Methods: A patient count model (PCM) was developed in Microsoft Excel to estimate the number of patients with refractory advanced NSCLC eligible to receive systemic treatment. Using historical population-based cancer registry data, segmented linear regression ("Joinpoint") was used to forecast age-and sex-stratified lung cancer incidence rates in each country through 2020. Yearly incident case count totals by country were apportioned according to NSCLC histology and stage at diagnosis. Country-specific treatment rates came from a recent medical chart review study, and early-to advanced-stage disease progression rates were estimated over a 10-year interval. A probabilistic sensitivity analysis (PSA) was performed to estimate variability in the patient counts. Results: The combined number of squamous and non-squamous advanced NSCLC patients estimated to receive second and third LOT, respectively, in 2016 were France = 11,600 and 3500; Germany = 15,100 and 4900; Italy = 13,500 and 2500; Spain = 9400 and 2100. The forecasted numbers of patients receiving second and third LOT, respectively, in 2020 were France = 13,900 and 4200; Germany = 16,200 and 5200; Italy = 15,100 and 2600; Spain = 11,000 and 2500. Conclusions: Driven by growth in the incidence of NSCLC among women, the model forecasts an overall increase in the number of patients with advanced-stage squamous and non-squamous NSCLC likely to receive systemic treatment in the year 2020. The results highlight the significant burden of refractory advanced NSCLC and the need for more robust surveillance data to accurately quantify the burden of disease.
Background
Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer-related death in Europe and throughout the world [1] . The World Health Organization (WHO) reports that each year there are more than 400,000 new cases of lung cancer in Europe and 1.8 million cases worldwide [2] . Lung cancer is commonly morphologically classified into small cell lung cancer (SCLC) and non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), with NSCLC accounting for approximately 85% of all lung cancer cases [3, 4] . NSCLC can be further subclassified by tumor histology into squamous and nonsquamous disease, the latter including both adenocarcinoma and large cell carcinoma [5] . NSCLC clinical treatment pathways and outcomes vary according to the stage at diagnosis, morphology, tumor histology, mutation status, and performance status of the patient [5, 6] . Patients with early-stage localized NSCLC may successfully undergo surgery. However, due to difficulties in diagnosing lung cancer, since symptoms may not appear until the disease has reached an advanced stage, the majority of patients are diagnosed at an advanced stage and are not candidates for surgery [5] . The prognosis for patients with advanced disease is poor, as the five-year survival rate for stage IV NSCLC is only 4% [5] .
Due to the significant morbidity and mortality associated with NSCLC, it is important for health authorities to have a strong understanding of the disease epidemiology. However, published estimates of the projected number of incident cases of any type of cancer are limited. Furthermore, observed counts of prevalent patients in various stages of treatment within a defined geographic area have not been published and are not readily available in population-based cancer registries [1] . Dynamic patient count models (PCMs) using regional and national historical incidence rate data to project future incidence patterns by age, sex, and line of therapy (LOT) have been successful at addressing this data gap, with close concordance to GLOBOCAN registry findings [7] . The aim of this study was to forecast the annual number of patients with refractory squamous or non-squamous NSCLC likely to receive second and third LOT from 2016 to 2020 in France, Germany, Italy, and Spain in order to better quantify the burden of disease.
Methods

Model design
An Excel-based PCM was developed to forecast the number of previously treated advanced NSCLC patients in France, Germany, Italy, and Spain from 2016 to 2020 (Fig. 1) . In addition to forecasting the overall annual NSCLC patient counts, the model was designed to allow stratification of these estimates across LOTs (second and third line) and histology (squamous and non-squamous).
To estimate the annual number of new advanced NSCLC cases in each country, age-and sex-stratified incidence rates were applied to United Nations (UN) world population data. Historical incidence rate data from the year 2000 through the current year of available Refractory Population Fig. 1 Refractory NSCLC patient count model structure. Key: APC -annual percent change; LOT -line of therapy; NSCLC -non-small cell lung cancer; SCLC -small cell lung cancer data were used to construct a segmented linear regression model to determine 1) average annual incidence rate estimates; and 2) annual percent change (APC) estimates for the incidence rates [8] . The APC incidence estimates were then used to project future annual NSCLC incidence rates. Analyses to determine APC estimates were conducted using Joinpoint software [9] . Proportions of patients by histology and stage at diagnosis were then applied to the annual lung cancer incidence counts for each country. Patients classified as having SCLC were excluded from future counts in the model. NSCLC incidence counts were then stratified according to the proportion of patients with early-versus advanced-stage disease at diagnosis (early stage = stages I, II, and IIIA; advanced stage = stages IIIB and IV). Data from published materials describing NSCLC progression from early to advanced stage over a 10-year time interval were modeled using a Weibull distribution. The value for the α scale parameter was calculated using five-year recurrence data, and the value for the β shape parameter (i.e., accelerating or decelerating failure) was fit to the published survival curves using the least squares method. In this model, patients without recurrence were assumed to be cured of disease. Patients who receive non-systemic best supportive care (BSC) and do not receive systemic treatment from a medical oncologist were excluded from the total advanced NSCLC patient count. The proportion of those receiving systemic treatment by LOT and tumor histology (squamous or non-squamous) was applied to the annual case counts to calculate the annual country-specific patient counts by LOT. Estimated annual mortality was modeled in the same method as the recurrence calculation.
Model parameterization
Three types of data sources were used to parameterize the PCM. First, publicly available internet-based datasets, analysis tools, and reports of regional or national cancer registries were searched to obtain lung cancer incidence, prevalence, and mortality data (age-and gender-stratified); the proportion of patients by stage of NSCLC at diagnosis (stages I to IV); and morphology (NSCLC versus SCLC). Table 1 shows the data sources and types of data elements extracted from registry sources for each country.
The second data source for parameterizing the PCM included a comprehensive literature review on NSCLC epidemiology and treatment patterns. The comprehensive literature review used an approved set of database search terms, review of all retrieved titles/abstracts and relevant full-text papers, and quality assessment of the identified studies. The literature review of MEDLINE and EMBASE (2005-January 2015) identified 163 studies for full-text review, and 109 studies contained relevant data for extraction (see Additional file 1). As part of the quality control process for study screening, the literature review protocol required that a second independent reviewer spot-check 10% of the retained articles and 10% of the articles excluded during screening to ensure that the articles were being screened according to prespecified inclusion and exclusion criteria. Any disagreement over inclusion was resolved by discussion with a third, independent reviewer. Data were extracted by a single reviewer and were independently verified and validated by a second reviewer. When multiple data sources and parameter estimates were available, the most robust country-specific data source was selected as the default PCM parameter estimate. Quality was assessed by two independent reviewers by scoring studies across four parameters: 1) sample representativeness (selection bias); 2) study design; 3) quality of reporting (detection bias); and 4) attrition bias (see Additional file 2). If no country-specific data were available, aggregate estimates from other European countries were used to parameterize the PCM. Survival estimates for relapsed and refractory advanced NSCLC came from recent multinational randomized controlled studies [10, 11] . Finally, data from a retrospective chart review study of NSCLC treatment patterns in Europe were used to estimate the proportion of patients receiving second and third LOT by squamous or non-squamous tumor histology [12, 13] .
APC incidence for each age and sex cohort was calculated, and the modeled estimates were used as the baseline incidence rate counts per year. Table 2 shows the incident APC estimates for the most recent Joinpoint segment.
Country-specific estimates for the morphology and histology of lung cancer are presented in Table 3 . The country-specific distributions of NSCLC stage at diagnosis were derived from a large observational, prospective cohort study on disease characteristics, treatment patterns, and outcomes related to treatment in select European countries (EPICLIN). Country-specific estimates of the second and third LOT treatment rate for squamous and non-squamous advanced NSCLC came from chart review studies of patients receiving care from a medical oncologist/pulmonologist. To validate model results, patient count forecasts were compared to published estimates of 2012 worldwide cancer incidence and mortality estimates by WHO and against published populationbased cancer reports [1, 14, 15] .
NSCLC PCM sensitivity analysis
A probabilistic sensitivity analysis (PSA) was conducted in which key model inputs, including APC, morphology, stage at diagnosis, tumor histology, five-year recurrence rate, proportion of patients receiving each LOT, and overall survival (OS) rate, were parameterized using appropriate distributions and standard errors calculated from the 95% confidence intervals (CIs). Proportions were parameterized using beta distributions, APC incidence estimates were parameterized using normal distributions, time-to-event data were parameterized using Weibull distributions, and stage at diagnosis was parameterized using a Dirichlet distribution. A total of 1000 simulations were conducted, from which the mean, 95% low CI, and 95% high CI estimates were then calculated to obtain the probabilistic patient counts.
Results
The PCM forecasts an increase in the previously treated advanced NSCLC population for all countries between 2016 and 2020 ( In this study, we developed an Excel-based PCM to project country-level estimates of the number of patients receiving treatment for relapsed and refractory advanced NSCLC in France, Germany, Italy, and Spain over the five-year period from 2016 to 2020. For all countries, the model forecasts an overall increase in the number of patients with advanced-stage squamous and non-squamous NSCLC expected to receive second-and third-line treatment in the year 2020. The increase in patient numbers was driven primarily by growth in the incidence of NSCLC among women. Across the majority of countries and age groups, lung cancer incidence rates for females continued to increase, most notably in France. These data are in line with the current understanding of tobaccosmoking patterns and the epidemiology of lung cancer. Tobacco smoking is the leading risk factor for lung cancer and has been strongly associated with lung cancer, particularly with squamous SCLC and NSCLC [16] . In France, tobacco smoking has been attributed to > 80% of Key: CI confidence interval, LOT line of therapy, NSCLC non-small cell lung cancer lung cancer deaths [17] . Reflecting the earlier decline in smoking prevalence among men, lung cancer rates in men have either declined or plateaued, while rates of lung cancer in women continued to rise or, only recently, modestly decreased [18] [19] [20] . Lung cancer screening plays an important role in survival and disease trends for advanced NSCLC patients. The National Lung Screening Trial (NLST) found early screening of high-risk individuals with low-dose computed tomography (LDCT) reduces lung cancer-related mortality by 20% [21] . Following publication of these results, some professional organizations have recommended early screening in high-risk populations, but adoption of early screening efforts has been hindered by concerns related to radiation exposure, false positives, and cost [22] . Based on results of the NLST, ESMO clinical practice guidelines report LDCT reduces lung cancer-related mortality, but the guidelines cite many reasons to not recommend large-scale implementation, notably cost-effectiveness concerns [23] . Lung cancer screening rates were not included in the described PCM, but significant changes to screening rates could affect the number of patients eligible for treatment in the future and the validity of the model estimates.
There are limited published data on the current and future burden of relapsed and refractory advanced NSCLC in Europe; the patient count forecasts were validated against WHO data and published lung cancer reports. Forecasted results aligned with these published estimates and country trends in smoking and new lung cancer incidence. As an example, the model forecasts a compound annual growth rate of 4.5% in the number of patients receiving treatment in France, which matched the modeled growth rate published in a 2015 report by the French Institute for Public Health Surveillance (InVS) [14] . The InVS report projected 2015 lung cancer incidences of 45,222, which is 0.5% lower than the 45,456 forecasted by the PCM. Using simple linear regressions of historical lung cancer incidence data by age and gender cohorts, combined with clinical treatment pattern data, has produced accurate patient forecasts.
The limitations of this study are mainly related to data used to parameterize the PCM and assumptions made in the PCM structure. The PCM assumes 11.7% of patients receive palliative care only and 88.3% are eligible to NSQ -non-squamous; SQ -squamous receive systemic chemotherapy under the care of a medical oncologist. Due to the scarcity of published data on treatment rates of advanced NSCLC patients in France, Germany, Italy, and Spain, treatment rates utilized in the PCM were derived from a single retrospective chart review study of patients receiving first, second, and third LOT in the respective countries. However, published treatment rates reported for Canada, the United States, and the United Kingdom were generally lower (range: 26 to 58%) than the rates used in the PCM, which may indicate that the PCM currently overestimates the treated population [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . The PSA conducted as part of the modeling exercise provides a range of higher and lower patient number projections as the treatment rate is modified. Recurrence data were from population-based estimates reported in a recent study from Italy. While this study provides a robust estimate of the rates of recurrence, it is unknown to what degree different patient populations (in terms of country) or other factors, such as tumor histology, may influence this rate. Additionally, this study reviewed patient data from 2002 to 2005, which may differ from more current, real-world recurrence rates. Due to data limitations, we assumed that the median OS was the same across all countries, although different between squamous and non-squamous histology patients. Default OS estimates for all squamous and non-squamous advanced NSCLC patients were from the docetaxel arm of recent pivotal trials for nivolumab and may underestimate real-world survival rates as new treatments are adopted. However, the impact of varying this parameter did not significantly affect patient count estimates. Finally, we assumed that the APC estimate was a robust estimator of the trend in lung cancer incidence rates. All trend estimates, regardless of statistical significance, were applied to the last modeled estimated incidence rate for the data.
Conclusions
A modeling exercise was completed to estimate the future number of patients with advanced, refractory NSCLC eligible for systemic treatment in France, Germany, Italy, and Spain. The model forecasts an overall increase in the number of patients with advanced-stage squamous and non-squamous NSCLC likely to receive second-and third-line treatment in the year 2020 for all countries. Trends in advanced NSCLC treatment appear to be strongly gender-dependent. The increase in relapsed and refractory advanced NSCLC patients receiving treatment in 2020 is driven by growth in the incidence of lung cancer among women. Given the high mortality rates associated with advanced disease, the results of the model highlight the need for effective treatment options that can improve survival and for robust surveillance data to accurately quantify the burden of disease. 
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